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In 1981, Chv&tal defined the class of perfectly orderable graphs. This class of perfect graphs 
contains the comparability graphs. In this paper, we introduce a new class of perfectly 
orderable graphs, the &comparability graphs. This class generalizes comparability graphs in a 
natural way. We also prove a decomposition theorem which leads to a structural characteriza- 
tion of &comparability graphs. Using this characterization, we develop a polynomial-time 
recognition algorithm and polynomial-time algorithms for the clique and colouring problems 
for &comparability graphs. 
1. Introduction 
A natural way to color the vertices of a graph is to put them in some order 
v*cv~<” l < v, and then assign colors in the following manner: 
(1) Consider the vertxes sequentially (in the sequence given by the order) 
(2) Assign to each Vi the smallest color (positive integer) not used on any 
neighbor vi of Vi with j c i. 
We shall call this the greedy coloring algorithm. An order < of a graph G is 
perfect if for each subgraph H of G, the greedy algorithm applied to H, gives an 
optimal coloring of H. An obstruction in a ordered graph (G, <) is a set of four 
vertices {a, b, c, d} with edges ab, bc, cd (and no other edge) and a c b, d CC. 
Clearly, if < is a perfect order on G, then (G, C) contains no obstruction 
(because the chromatic number of an obstruction is twu, but the greedy coloring 
algorithm uses three colors). 
In 1981, Chvatal [l] introduced perfect orders and perfectly orderable graphs. 
A graph is peflectly orderable if it admits a perfect order. He proved that 
(3) An order is perfect if and only if it contains no obstruction, and 
(4) All perfectly orderable graphs are perfect. (A graph G is perfect if for each 
induced subgraph H of G, the chromatic number of H equals the number 
of vertices in a largest clique of H.) 
An orientation U of a graph G is a anti-symmetric directed graph obtained from 
G by assigning a direction to each edge of G. To an ordered graph (G, <), there 
corresponds an orientation D (G, <) of G such that ah E D (G, <) if and only if 
a6 E E(G) and a c 6. Similarly, given an acyclic directed graph F we can 
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Fig. 1. 
construct an ordered graph (G, <) such that D(G, <) = F. Thus, we can restate 
(3) as: a graph is perfectly orderable if and only if it admits an acyclic orientation 
which does not contain an induced subgraph isomorphic to the graph F of Fig. 1, 
or equivalently, a graph is perfectly orderable if and only if it admits an acyclic 
orientation in which each induced path of length three is of one of the three types 
shown in Fig. 2. 
A graph (G = V, E) is a comparability graph if G satisfies the following three 
equivalent conditions: 
(i) There is a partially ordered set corresponding to G such that two vertices 
are adjacent in G if and only if the corresponding elements are 
comparable in the partially ordered set. 
(ii) G permits an order < on its vertices so that no subgraph with vertices a, 
b, c and edges ab, bc (and no other edge) has a c b, b CC (a transitive 
order). 
(iii) G admits an acyclic orientation which contains no induced subgraph 
isomorphic to the graph shown in Fig. 3 (a transitive orientation). 
Comparability graphs have been studied by many researchers (see Ghouila- 
Houri [3] and Gilmore and Hoffman [4]). Important results on comparability 
graph are discussed in the book of Golumbic [S]. 
Observation 1.1. Every comparability graph is perfectly orderable. 
Proof. Clearly, in a transitive orientation, every P4 is of type 3. Cl 
The following theorem of Ghouila-Houri [3] is the key to a polynomial-time 
algorithm to recognize comparability graphs. 
Theorem 1.2. A graph is a comparability graph if and only if ii u&Us an 
orientation which contains no induced subgraph komorphic to the graph depicted 
in Fig. 1 (a semi-transitive or!entation). 
Fig. 2. 
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Ghouila-Houri used the following two lemmas to prove Theorem 1.2. (A set C 
of vertices of G is homogeneous if C has at least two vertices, there is at least one 
vertex outside C and each vertex outside C is adjacent to either all or no vertices 
of C.) 
Lemma 1.3. Zf a comparability graph G does not contain a homogeneous et, then 
every semi-transitive orientation of G is acyclic (and thus, transitive). 
Lemma 1.4. No minimal noncomparable graph contains a homogeneous et. 
In this paper, we introduce a new class of perfectly orderable graphs. This new 
class of graphs generalizes comparability graphs in a natural way. We shall say 
that a graph G is P,-comparability if it satisfies the following three equivalent 
a 
Fig. 4. 
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conditions: 
(i) G admits an order which is transitive when 
Pa-transitive order). 
restricted to any Pa (a 
(ii) G admits an acyclic orientation which is transitive when restricted to any 
P4 (a Pd-transitive orientation). 
(iii) G admits an acyclic orientation in which every Ps is of type 3. 
Obviously every comparability graph is a P,-comparability graph and every 
P,-comparability graph is perfectly orderable. The graph depicted in Fig. 4b is 
P,-comparable but not comparable and the graph of Fig. 4a is perfectly orderable 
but not Pa-comparable. 
The main result of this paper is to prove an analog of Ghouila-Houri’s lemma 
for Pa-comparability graphs. Using this result, we develop polynomial-time 
algorithms to: 
0 i 
0 ii . . . 
( ) ul 
determine if a given graph is a P,-comparability graph, 
color a given P,-comparability graph, and 
find a largest clique in a P,-comparability graph (a clique is a set of 
painvise adjacent vertices). 
2. Definitions 
For a graph G, G denotes the complement of G. Given a graph G = (V, E), we 
define G* = (V, X) to be a directed graph such that xy E E if and only if 
~7, $ E X. Let Ck (respectively Pk) be the chordless cycle (respectively path) 
with k vertices. We are especially interested in the P4. If G is a graph, then 
EP,G denotes the set of edges of G which are contained on some Ps of G. By 
the P4 abed we shall always mean a P4 with vertices a, b, c, d and edges ab, bc, 
cd; the edge bc is called a rib, the edges ab, cd are called wings, the vertices b, c 
are called joints, and the vertices a, d are called rips. An edge is inactive if it does 
not belong to any P4. 
For vertices, x, y of a graph G, if xy E E(G) then we say that x sees y, 
ctherwise we say that x misses y. Recall that a set of vertices H of a graph G is 
homogeneous if 2 c IHI < ICI and each vertex outside H sees either all vertices of 
H, or no vertex of H. A component C of a graph is big if C has at least two 
vertices. A k-circuit is a directed cycle with k vertices. We shall refer to the 
3-circuit as a directed triangle. 
3. P,-comparability graphs 
Given a graph G, we define a relation L on the arcs of G* as follows. First, 
2 L &. Secondly, ad L a if either 
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0 i c= Q, b # d and wbcd or bcdw is a P4 for some vertex w of H, or 
(ii) b = d, a #c and wudc or adcw is a P4 for some vertex w of G. 
Consider any Ph-transitive orientation U of G. Clearly a6 E U and & L 2 
implies cd E U (otherwise there will be an improperly directed P4). Now let M(z) 
be the equivalee class ofQirected edges under the snsitive closure L* of L 
which contains ab. Let N(ab) be the elements of M(ub) but with no direction. 
Note that 2 E M(z) if and only if z E M(g) and therefore N(z) = N(ba). 
CleaFly, E(G) is partitioned by L* into disjoint equivalence classes N1 = . 
N(a&), N2=N(a2&), . . . , Nk = (a,b;). By the preceding remarks, a P4- 
transitive orientation U restricted to some Ni must be$her M(aibi) or M(G). 
Cle* U restricted to Ni must be acyclic. Trivially M(Uibi) is acyclic if and only if 
M(biUi) is. Thus if a graph permits a Pa-transitive orientation, each M(a) must 
be acyclic. In fact this necessary condition is also sufficient. 
Thoerem 3.1. Let G_be a graph such that for each z of G*, M(z), the 
equivalence class of ab under L, is acyclic. Then G is a P4-comparability graph. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We shall say a P4 is proper under some orientation if the 
orientation is transitive when restricted to that P4. We define a proper orientation 
of EP,(G) to be one in which every P4 is proper. A graph G is interesting if M(a) 
is acyclic for every pair of adjacent vertices Q and b in G. Note that this implies 
that G has a proper orientation. We shall show that if U is a proper orientation of 
the P,-edge set of an interesting graph G, then one of the following holds: (A 
pyramid is a set of vertices {s 1, c 1, c 2, s2, p, r} such that s1c1c2s2 is a P4, p sees all 
of s*, cl, c2, s2 and r sees cl, c2, but misses sl, s2). 
(i) G has a homogeneous set. 
(ii) G contains a pyramid. 
(iii) U is a acyclic and thus can be extended into a P4-transitive orientation 
of G. 
Definition 3.1. Let G be a graph. We call a partitioning of G into five disjoint 
sets C, S, P, Q, R good if the following properties hold. 
(I) C is a clique with at least two vertices, S is a stable set. 
(2) x E P 3.w is adjacent to all of C U S. 
(3) x E R +x is adjacent to all of C and none of S. 
(4) x E Q 3x is nonadjacent to all of C U S U R. 
(5) P U Q U R is nonempty. 
We shall show that if (ii) holds while (i) and (iii) do not, then the pyramid is 
directed as in Fig. 5, and furthermore this implies that G permits a good 
partition. 
Thus, we actually prove the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.2. Let U be a proper orientation of the Pa-edge set of a graph G, then 
one of the following four conditions holds. 
(i) G has a homogeneous et 
(ii) G has a good partition 
(iii) G is not interesting 
(iv) U is acychc and thus can be extended into a P4-transitive orientation of G. 
If Theorem 3.1 fails, then there exists a minimal counter-example G. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that G is minimally Pa-incomparable. Also, G 
is interesting since the orientation of each equivalence class is anti-symmetric and 
acyclic. We know that neither (iii) nor (iv) holds on G. We show that neither (i) 
nor (ii) can hold on any minimally P,-incomparable graph. But this contradicts 
Lemma 3.2 and thus Theorem 3.1 must hold. Therefore, Theorem 3.1 follows 
from Lemma 3.2 and the following two lemmas: 
Lemma 3.3. No minimally P,-incomparable graph contains a homogeneous et. 
Lemnra 3.4. No minimally P,-incomparable graph contains a good partition. 
To prove Lemma 3.2, we need the following two lemmas. 
a 3.5. If a proper orientation of an interesting graph is cyclic, then it 
contains a directed triangle. 
Lemma 3.6. If an interesting raph G admits a proper orientation which contains a 
directed triangle, then G contains a homogeneous et or a good partition. 
emma 3.3. Assume that the lemma is false and let G be a counter 
example with a homogeneous set H. First let us observe that if a P4 has a vertex 
in H and a vertex not in H, then this P4 has precisely one vertex in H. 
Furthermore, if three vertices of G - H form a P4 with a vertex in H, then these 
three vertices form a P4 with every other vertex of H. 
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Now, let y be an arbitrary vertex of H We know that both the graphs 
G - (H - y) and H are P4-comparable. Consider P4-transitive orientations UI and 
U.. of G - (H - y) and H, respectively. We can obtain a Pa-transitive orientation 
of G by orienting G - (H - y) as in Ur , orienting H as in U2, and for each vertex 
zofH,xofG-H, wedirectxtozifqE?&andwedirectztoxifGEUI.By 
our observation in the last paragraph, U is interesting; it is also easy to see that U 
is acyclic. Thus U is a Pd-transitive orientation of G, a contradiction. Cl 
Lemma 3.4. No minimally Pa-incomparable graph permits a good partition. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Consider a good partition of a minimal non-Pa-comparable 
graph G into a clique C, stable set S, and sets P, Q, R as in Definition 3.1. If 
every element of S saw every element of C then C would be a homogeneous set in 
G, contradicting Lemma 3.3. Thus we can choose s E S and c E C such that s 
misses c. Now, since G is minimally non Ph-comparable, the graph H induced by 
the vertices of G - (C - c) - (S - s) permits a Pa-transitive orientation WI. 
Similarily the graph F induced by the vertices of C U S permits a P,-transitive 
orientation W2. Now, it is a tedious but routine matter to verify that every P4, not 
entirely in C U S and not entirely in G - (C U S) must be of one of the following 
forms: 
. 
OP 
(il) p 
19 x, p2, q where =S,pl,p2~P, qeQ= 
19 x, p2, r where x E S, pl, p2 E P, r E R. 
(iii) x, p, 41, q2 where XES, q1,q2EQ,pEP. 
(iv) x, p, rl, r2 where xES, rI,r2ER,pEP. 
(v) q, p, y, r where y E C, q E Q, p E P, r E R. 
(vi) y,p, 41, q2 where YEC qewQ,pEP. 
(vii) PI, y, ~2, <I where YEC pt,pd’, qEQ. 
(viii) x, p, y, r where y E C, x E S, p E P, r E R. 
Given a P4 of types (i) to (iv) we can find a corresponding P4 in H by replacing 
x by s. Simi!ari!y given a P4 of types (v) to (vii), we can find a corresponding P4 in 
H by replacing y by c. Finally, given a P4 of type (viii), we can find a 
corresponding P4 in H by replacing x by s and y by c. These remarks imply that 
EP,c = EPfUEPcUAUB, where A=(x~:xES,ZEP,S~EEP~} and B= 
{yz :y E C; z E P U R, cz E EPY). We construct an orientation W3 of EPf as 
follows: 
(i) Orient EPF as ir% !i ;. 
(ii) Orient EP,” as in W2. 
(iii) Given an edge xz of A, with A” ir; S and z irk P, we have 
&W3 if &WI and & W3 if &WI. 
(iv) Given an edge yz of B, with y in C and z in P U R, we have 
i&W3 if &WI and $05 if %W,. 
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We want to show that every P4 in G is proper under W,. Since W1 and W, are 
Pa-transitive, this is clearly true for any P4 contained in F or in H. Any other P4 
that is partially but not entirely in C U S, by the preceding remarks, corresponds 
to a P4 in H. Now the algorithm used to orient the edges of A and B ensures us 
that since the P4 in fi is proper, the corresponding P4 in G must be. Thus, every 
P4 in G is proper. We claim that W3 is also acyclic. 
Assume there is a circuit K in W3. Since WI and W, are acyclic, K is partially 
but not entirely in C U S. It follows that we can find, in K, a path from a vertex x 
of C u S to a vertex y of C U S, such that all the midpoints of the path are in 
G - (C U S). We replace x (resp. y) by c if x (resp. y) is in C and we replace x 
(resp. y) by s if x (resp. y) is in S. This replacement gives a corresponding path in 
H. Now this path cannot have both endpoints the same since WI is acyclic. Thus 
in H we have either a directed path from c to s or a directed path from s to c. In 
fact, these cases are the same as if the second case occurs we can simply consider 
the orientation W; where X~E W; if and only if FE W3_ Thus, we need only 
consider the first possibility. 
Let z be the vertex before s in this c to s path P. Now, sz must be in a P4 of one 
of the seven types enumerated earlier. Clearly sz cannot be the edge of a P4 of 
types v, vi, or vii, as P4’s of these types contain no vertices of S. If sz is in a P4 of 
type viii, szyr, then since the corresponding P4, szcr must be proper, zc must be 
in W2. But then P - s induces a circuit in W2, a contradiction. Also, if sz is in a 
Ps: szq,q, of type iii, then c is in a P4, czqlq2 and again P-s must induce a 
circuit in W2, a contradiction. Similarly, if sz is in a P4, zsp2q or plszq (type i), 
then by replacing s by c we obtain a new P4, from which it follows that zc E W2 
and P - s is a circuit in W2, a contradiction. We can apply the same method to 
obtain a contradiction if sz is in a P4 of type iv, szrlr2 (consider the P4 szcr,). Now, 
consider the case where sz is in a P4 of type ii. This P4 is either zsp,r or plszr. In 
the first case, we obtain the usual contradiction by considering the P4, szcr. In the 
second case, we know that pls and zr are in W2 (since pgzr is a Pa). Now, since 
rcp,s must be proper, it follows that rc E W2. This implies that P - s U {r} is a 
circuit in WI, a contradiction. Thus, no matter which type of P4 sz is in we obtain 
the desired contradiction. 
We have shown that W3 is an acyclic proper orientation of EP:. We can 
therefore extend W3 into a P,-transitive orientation of G (first order the vertices 
Vl, 212, - - l 9 V, such that if ViVj E W3 then i c j; now, for each undirected edge 
vivi, direct vi to Vi if and only if i <j). This contradicts the non P4-comparability 
of G implying the desired result Cl 
emma 3.5. If a proper orientation of an interesting graph contains a directed 
cycle then it contains a directed triangle. 
COO a 3.9. Let U be a proper orientation, of an interesting graph G, 
which contains a circuit. Let K be a circuit of minimum length in G. If G contains 
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a directed triangle, then we are done; so we may assume K has order at least 4. 
We shall enumerate the vertices of K as Vo, V1, . . . , v&-l in such a way that 
‘u~‘u~+~ ia in U for all i < k - 1 (where addition is taken module k). We note that, 
by the minimality of K, no other edge between two vertices of K extends into a 
P4. We will call vertex Vi a stitch if Vi-lVi and ViVi+l are in different equivalence 
classes. Since G is interesting, the edges of K cannot all come from one 
equivalence class and therefore some vertex of K must be a switch. If Vi is a 
switch then both the edges Vi-lVi and ViVi+l must extend into Pas. We will first 
show that at a switch these P4s must have a special nature. 
Step 1. Vi-1 must see ?Ji+la 
Assume that Vi is a switch and Vi-1 misses Vi+l. We shall show that this leads to 
a contradiction. 
Case 1. ViVi+l is a rib. Label the tip of the P4 which sees Vi+1 x and label the 
other tip y. NOW x sees Vi-1 as otherwise XVi+lViVi-1 would be an improper Pd. 
But then y sees Vi-1 or Xvi-1 i v y would be an improper Ph. Since Vi+lxVi_i y is a 
proper P4, it follows that YVi-1 - is in U. However, this implies that yVi_lVi is a 
directed triangle, a contradiction. 
Case 2. ViVi+l is a wing with joint Vi+l. We label the other vertices of the Ps, 
SO that the Pa is XyVi+lVi. NOW y must see Vi-1 as otherwise yVi+lViVi,l would be 
an improper Pd. But then x must see Vi-1 or XYVi,1 Vi would be an improper Pa. 
However, it follows that Xvi-lViVi+l is an improper Pa, a contradiction. 
Case 3. ViVi+l is the wing of a P4 with joint Vi. We label the vertices of this P4 
SO that the induced path is XyViVi+l. We know that x misses Vi-1 as otherwise 
Xvi-1 ViVi+l would be an improper Pd. NO-W y must see I_+_ 1 or XyViVi_ 1 would be 
an improper Pd. At this point we must consider the vertex Vi+2. Clearly this 
vertex sees Vi+1 l In fact, Vi*2 must also see Vi. TQ see this note that if Vi+2 missed 
Vi then it would see y as otherwise yViVi+lVi+2 would be improper. It would also 
have to see x as otherwise XyVi+2Vi+l would be improper. But then XVi+2vi+1Vi 
would be improper. SO, we know that Vi+2 sees Vi. 
NOW, if Vi+2 missed Vi-l, it would also miss x as otherwise would be 
a Pa having Vi+zVi as an edge. Also y would see Vi+2 or the edge Vi+zUi would 
extend into a P4 with vertices x and y. But this would lead to a contradiction as 
Vi+lVi+2yx would be an improper P4. This contradiction implies the existence of 
the edge Vi+2Vi_l. Furthermore, 
immediately that y sees Vi+2 as 
otherwise the P4 yVi-lVi+2Vi+l would exist and it clearly cannot be proper. 
Finally, we know that x sees Vi+2 as otherwise the P4 XyVi+2Vi+l would be 
improper. 
NOW the edge between Vi+1 and Vi+2 extends into a P4. By the three 
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vertices &+I, l)i+2, Vi-1 and using the argument of Case 2, we can see that this 
edge is not a wing with joint v~+~. Also, using arguments similar to those of Case 
1, we can show that ~~+~r4+2 is not the rib of any P4. Thus there exists an induced 
path zavi+22/i+l. Just as we have shown that n sees Vi+2 and misses Vi+19 we can 
also show that z sees Vi and misses Vi-l. NOW x sees z or the edge vivi+2 would be 
the rib of a P4 with x and z as tips. However, it follows that both XZVivi+l and 
xzViVi_l are P4s and at least one of them must be improper. This contradiction 
implies that if Vi is a switch then Vi-1 sees Vi+l. We will now examine this case in 
more detail. 
Step 2. If vi is a switch then either: 
0 a vi_lvi is a rib and Vil/i+l is a wing with tip Vi, or 
@I vivi-+l is a rib and Vi-IV is a wing with tip Vi. 
We have just shown that if Vi is a switch then Vi-1 must see Vi+1 s We note also 
that, by the minimality of K, the edge between Vi-1 and Vi+1 does not extend into 
a P4. We shall show first that, in this case, at least one of the edges, ViVi+l, and 
vi_lvi is not the rib of a P4. If this is not true then both edges must be the ribs of 
P4s. Thus we have induced paths XVi-lViy and zvi+lvia. NOW, if y misses Vi+1 
then it must see z or ZVi+l Viy would be an improper P4. In fact, it would also see 
a as otherwise zyVia would be improper. But, in this case, since ayzvi-1 must be 
properly directed, we know that ayvi forms a directed triangle. This contradiction 
implies that y sees Vi+1 . Using symmetrical arguments, we can show that a sees 
Vi-l. Also z sees Vi-1 as otherwise zv,-+Ivi_la would be a P4 containing an 
inactive edge. Similarly, x sees Vi+l. Now a sees y as otherwise the inactive edge 
vi-1 vi+1 would be the rib of a P4 which has these vertices as tips. Furthermore, if 
x missed a then, because of the three Pas, xvi-lay, xvi+lvia, xVi+lya the edge ya 
would be in the equivalence class of both ViVi+l and of vi_lVi. Since this 
contradicts the fact that Vi is a switch, x must see a. Similarly z sees y. We also 
know that z misses X, as otherwise zx would be in two distinct equivalence classes 
(consider the P,s zxavi and XzyVi). It follows that the edge between a and y is in 
both N(Vi-IV,) and N(ViVi+l) (consider the P& zvi+lza, xayz and zvi_lxa). 
However, this contradicts the fact that Vi is a switch. So, we have shown that at 
least one of the edges we are concerned with is not the rib of any P4. 
NOW, if Vi is a switch and ViVi+l is the wing of some P4 then the other vertices of 
the P4 must see Vi-1 irregardless of which vertex of the edge vivi+l is a tip (the 
easy case analysis is left to the reader). Similarly, if Vi_lUi is the wing of a P4 then 
the other tip of the P4 sees Vi :;. Thus if both edges are wings of P,s then we have 
a vertex x which sees Vi-l and misses Vi and Vi+] as well as a vertex y which sees 
V i+ 1 and misses Vi and Vi_ 1 (x and y are the tips of the P,s). Since the edge 
between Vi-1 and Vi+1 does not extend into a P4, we know x sees y. Now, 
considering the P3 xyVi+lVi we see that the edge xy is in the same equivalence 
class as the edge tfiVi+l. Similarly, since YXVi-1 Vi is a P4, it follows that xy is in the 
same equivalence class as Vi-1 i V. However, this contradicts the fact that Vi is a 
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switch. This shows that at most one of the edges we are concerned with is the 
wing of a Pa. 
From the preceding remarks we can deduce that one of the edges is a wing 
while the other is a rib. To complete Step 2, it remains only to show that Vi must 
be the tip of this wing. By symmetry, we need only consider the case where ZJ~V~+~ 
is a wing. Assume that Vi is the joint of this wing. Label the vertices of this P4 x 
and y SO that the induced path is XYVjVj+l* We know that Vj,lVj k the rib of some 
P4 which we call label ZVj-lVja. AS mentioned previously, we know that both x 
and y see Vi-1. If a missed Vi+1 then it would also miss x or XaVjVj+l would be an 
improper Pd. Also, a would miss y as otherwise ayVi-lVi+l would be a P4 with 
Vj_lVj+l as a wing. However, this would imply that XyVja was an improper P4, so 
a must see Vi+l. Then a must also see x or aVi+lVj_lX would be a P4 with an 
inactive edge. For similar reasons a sees y. NOW z must see Vi+1 as otherwise 
zvui-lvi+l a is a P4 with an inactive edge. Now if z saw x then, because of the Pas 
zxavj and XZVj+l j, v xz would be in the equivalence classes of both VjVi+l and 
V-- , lpli. However this contradicts the fact that Vi is a switch, SO z misses x. Now 
the following Pa’s Zvj-lXa, xavi+lZ, together with XyZVj+l (if z sees y) or YVjVi-rZ 
(if z misses y), imply that N(Vi-,Vj) = N(ViVj-1). This contradicts the fact that Vi 
’ is a switch so this case cannot occur. 
Step 3. Consider a small circuit with few switches. 
Previously, we have considered an arbitrary circuit of minimal ength. We now 
restrict o:;r attention to circuits which also have few switches. That is, we consider 
K which is not only a circuit of mmimal ength, but also has the minimal number 
of switches of any such circuit. We are going to show that using K, we can 
construct a circuit K’ of minimal length with a switch that does not fulfill the 
requirements of Step 2. Since U is an interesting orientation, clearly K has at least 
one switch. AS before, let Vi be a switch of K. From Step 2, we know that one of 
the two edges of K adjacent o Vi is a rib while the other is a wing with tip Vi. We 
consider the case where ViVi-1 is a wing with joint Vi-1 and Vi,lVj is a rib (the 
other case is symmetric). We label the other vertices of the P4s so that XYVi+lVj 
and zVj_iVia are induced paths. Recall that both x and y must be adjacent o Vi-l. 
We note that a is adjacent o Vi+1 (to see this note that if a misses Vi+l, then it 
must miss x and see y because of the PUS Xavivi+l and yVi+lVja. But then XyaVi s 
an improper Pd). It follows that z sees Vi+1 as otherwise aVi+lVi_lz would be a Ps 
with an inactive edge. We also know that x sees a as otherwise nVj_1Vj+1a would 
be a P4 with an inactive edge. On the other hand x misses z because otherwise we 
contradict he fact that Vi is a switch (consider the two PUS ViVj+lZX and ZXaVi). 
We note that a sees y, again because Vi is a switch (consider the four vertices 
Viay). In fact, for the same reason, z sees y (consider the possible ?!s XyVi+lZ, 
QxVi_lz and xaVi+iz). NOW, because both the PUS ZVi-laX and ZVj++r must be 
proper, we see that ZVj+l is in U and in N(Vj-1 j v ). Thus we can construct acircuit 
K’ from K by replacing Vi with z. Furthermore, z is not a switch in thi$ cycle. 
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Also, since N(ZVi-1) = N(ViVi-1)) Vi-1 is a switch in K’ precisely if it is a switch in 
K. Thus, since K has the minimal number of switches for cycles of its length, we 
know that Vi-1 is a switch in K’. However, ZVi+l is the wing of the P4 ZVi_lLLx and 
in this P4, Vi-1 is the joint. This contradicts the facts we established about the P,s 
at switches in Step 2. This final contradiction establishes the lemma. 0 
To prove Lemma 3.6, we shall need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.7. If an interesting orientation of the P4 edge set of a graph G contains a 
directed triangle, then it contains a pyramid oriented as in Fig. 5. 
of Leltlnma 3.7. Assume vo, vl, v2 are vertices of a triangle in some 
interesting orientation, U, of G. Since U is interesting, this triangle contains a 
switch; we label the triangle such that vl is the switch. Furthermore, we can label 
the triangle so that vovl , vlv2 and v2vo are arcs of U. To prove the lemma, we 
will examine the ways in which vovl and vlv2 extend into P4s. 
Case 1: both vovl and vlv2 are the ribs of some P4. Let avovlb and cv2vld be 
the two P,s. 
Case 1.1: c misses v. and a misses v2. In this case, a must see c or avOv2c 
would be improper. But then acv2v1 and cavovl are both Pas. Thus, ac is in 
N(vov,) and N(v2vl) which contradicts the fact that vl is a switch. 
Case 1.2: c misses v. and a sees v2. In this case b must see v2 or av2vlb would 
be an improper P4. Furthermore, d misses v. or dvov2c would be improper. Now 
d sees a as otherwise dvlvoa would be improper. In addition, d sees b as 
otherwise advlb would be improper. But now, {d, c, 6, vo, vl, v,} induces a 
pyramid oriented as required (Note that b sees c, otherwise one of the Pas 
v,v,bd, cv2bd is improperly directed.) 
Case 1.3. c sees v. and a misses v 2. This case is symmetrical to the previous 
one. 
Case 1.4. c sees v. and a sees v2. For this case, first note that d sees vo, 
otherwise cvovld is improperly directed. Similarly, b sees v2, otherwise bvlv2a is 
improperly directed. Now, if b missed c and d then (6, c, d, vo, vl, v,} would 
induce a pyramid oriented as required. Furthermore, if b missed d and saw c then 
cbvld would be an improper P4. Thus b sees d. Now, if b missed c then all of the 
following P,s would exist: cvovlb, cvodb, cv,bd. But then bd would be in both 
N(v,v,) and N(v,v,). This would contradict the fact that vl is a switch. Thus, b 
r;ees c and using symmetrical arguments we can show that d sees a. Also, ac 
cannot be an edge of G otherwise it would be in two distinct equivalence classes 
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N(v,v,) and N(v,vz) (consider the Pas acbvl and cadv,). At this point, all of the 
following are Pas: av&, cv*ad, adbc. However, it follows that vl is not a switch. 
Case 2. Both vovl and v2v2 are wings of P4s. 
Case 2.1. vl is the tip of both these P4s. 
In this case we can label the vertices so that abvovl and cdv2vI are the two P4s. 
It is easy to see that both a and 6 see v2 (we leave the case analysis to the reader). 
Similarly, both c and d we v o. Now, if c saw a then acvovl would be a P4 as 
would cav2v1. But then ca would be in both N(vovl) and N(v2v1) contradicting 
the fact that v1 is a switch. Thus, a Ksses c and av2voc is a P4 so that cvo must be 
in U. Now, c sees b or abvoc would be improper. It follows that 
{a, b, c, vo, vl, v2} induces a pyramid as required. 
Case 2.2. vovl is a wing with tip vl , while vl v2 is a wing with tip v2. In this 
case we label the P4s as abvovl and cdvl v2. First, it is easy to see that v2 must see 
both a and 6 and v. must see c. Now, if a sees c, then N(vovl) =N(vlv2) 
(consider the P4s v1v2ac, vlvoca), and we have a contradiction. If 6 misses c then 
one of the P,s abvoc, av2v0c is improperly directed. Now, {a, 6, c, vo, vl , v,} 
induces a pyramid as required. 
Case 2.3. v2v1 is a wing with tip vl, while vlvo is a wing with tip vo. This case 
is symmetric to Case 2.2. 
Case 2.4. Both wings have vl QS a joint. In this case we can label the two Phs 
abvlvo and cdv1v2. As before, v. sees c while v2 sees a, Also as before, a does 
not see c as otherwise we contradict the fact that v1 is a switch. Now, c must see b 
as otherwise either cvovlb is improper or cvov2a is. However, now both vocba 
and cvov2a are Pas and at least one of them must be improper. This contradiction 
implies that this case cannot occur. 
Case 3. vovl is a wing and vlv2 is a rib. 
Cae 3.1. vl is the tip of the wing vovl. We can label the two P4s as abvovl and 
cv2v1d. Now, we note that v2 sees both a and b. If d misses v. then it must see b 
as otherwise bvovld would be improper. Furthermore, it would miss a as 
otherwise advlvo would be improper. However, this would mean that v ldba is an 
improper P4 so d must see vo. It follows that c sees v. as otherwise cv2vod would 
be improper. Now, d must also see a as otherwise either av2vld or av2vod is 
improper. Furthermore, since v1 is a switch, d sees b (consider the P,s badv,, 
abvovl, cv2vld). If c saw a then a~v~v~ and cadvl would both be P4s. However, 
this would mean that ad was in both N(vovl) and N(v2v1). Since this would 
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contradict the fact that vl is a switch, it follows that a misses c. Now if c missed 6 
then all of the following would be Pas: a6vOc, cvOda, cv2ad. However, these P4s 
would force N(vlvO) to be the same ad N(vzv,). This would contradict the fact 
that vl is a switch so c sees 6. Finally, we see that {a, 6, vo, vl, d, c} induces a 
pyramid as required. 
Case 3.2. The tip of the wing vovl is ~0. In this case we can label the two P4s as 
vovla6 and cvzvld. We shall first prove that a must see v2. If a misses v2 then 6 
must see v2 as otherwise 6av,v2 would be an improper P4. It follows that vovz6a 
is a P4 ad, to ensure this P4 is proper, we must have ~6 in U. Furthermore, 6 
sees d as otherwise 6vZvId would be improper. In addition, 6 sees c as otherwise 
cv26d would be improper. Now, d sees v o as otherwise vovld6 would be 
improper. Also, c sees v. as otherwise dvov2c would be improper. But this leads 
to a contradiction: the P4 vld6c implies that the bc is in N(v1v2) but the P4 6cvovl 
implies that 6c is in N(v,v,). 
From the preceding remarks ‘we can infer that a sees v2. We know that 6 also 
sees v2 as otherwise, 6av2vo would be an improper P4. If d misses v. then it also 
misses 6 as otherwise vov,6d would be improper. In this case, d must see a or 
dvla6 would be improper. But then {a, 6, d, vo, vl, v,} is a pyramid which is 
directed as required. Thus, the lemma holds when d misses vo. 
Consider the situation when d sees vo. If d missed 6 then 6v2vId and 6v2vod 
would both be P4s and they could not both be proper. Thus d sees 6. Also, c must 
see v. as otherwise cv2vod would be improper. Now, we show that c sees a. 
Assume the contrary, so c misses a. If a missed d then {vo, vl, v2, a, c, d} 
induces a pyramid: if a sees d then cvoda, cv2ad, are P4s, since cvov,a is also a 
P4, cvo belongs to both N(vovl) and N(v1v2) a contradiction. Thus, a sees c. 
Now, c sees 6 as otherwise the P4s voca6, cvz6d and bdv,c imply N(v,v,) = 
N(vIvz), a contradiction. Finally a sees d as otherwise cavId would be improper. 
But then vlvoc6 and vld6c would both be P4s; this would imply that bc was in 
N(vov,) and N(vlvZ) contradicting the fact that vl is a switch. Thus the lemma 
holds in this case. 
Case 4. vovl is the rib of a P4, vlv2 is the wing of a P4. This case is symmetrical 
to Case 3. 
Since both vovl and vlvo extend into Pas, one of the above cases occurs and 
therefore the lemma holds in general. Cl 
Lemma 3.6. If an interesting raph G admits a proper orientation which contains a 
directed triangle, then G contains a homogeneous et or a good partition. 
Proof of -Lemma 3.6. By Lemma 3.7, we know that G contains a pyramid 
directed as in Fig. 4. We assume G contains no homogeneous set and show that it 
admits a good partition. 
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step 1. 
Given a directed subgraph D of U isomorphic to the graph shown in Fig. 4, we 
can partition G into sets A,, AZ, K1, K2, E, F, Q in such a way that: 
(i) Ai is homogeneous to Si on D - Si for i = 1,2. 
(ii) Ki is homogeneous to ci on D - ci for i = 1,2. 
(iii) E is homogeneous with p on (sl, s2, cl, c2). 
(iv) F is homogeneous with r on (sl, s2, cl, c,). 
(v) No element of F sees both p and r. 
(vi) No element of Q sees any element of D -p. 
Proof. To show that this is true we simply need to consider every possible 
neighborhood of a vertex with respect to the pyramid. We use the fact that our 
interesting orientation contains no improper P4 to show that all vertices must be 
of one of the above types. 
Obviously s1 E Al, s2 E A2, cl E K1, c2 E K2, p E E, r E F. Let x be an arbitrary 
vertex of G - D. If x sees no vertex of D -p then put it in Q, otherwise we have 
one of the following cases: 
Case 1. x misses p. x cannot see sl and miss s2, because then xslps2 would be 
an improper P4. x cannot see s2 and miss sl, because then xs2psl would be an 
improper P4. x cannot see sl and s2 and miss cl and c2 because then these five 
vertices would induce a Cs. x cannot see sl, s2, cl and miss c2 because then x 
would see r (as otherwise x s2 c2 I would be improper) and this would mean that 
one of the P4s xrc2p or rxslp was improper. Similarly, x cannot see c2, sl, s2, and 
miss cl. If x sees sl, s2, cl, c2 then put it in E. x cannot miss sl, s2, c2 and see cl 
as then one of the P4s xclps2 or. xclc2s2 would be improper. Similarly, x cannot 
. 
miss sl, s2, cl and see c2. If x misses sl, s2 and sees cl, c2 then put it in F. x 
cannot see r and miss D -p - r for then both xrclsl and xrc2s2 are improperly 
directed. 
Case 2. x sees p and misses r. x cannot miss both cl and c2 as otherwise either 
xpqr or xpc2r TNould be an improper P4. x cannot miss c1 and see s1 as otherwise 
xs I cl r would be improper. Similarly, x cannot see s2 and miss c2. If x sees cl and 
misses c2 then it misses s2 so put it in Al. Similarly, if x sees c2 and misses cl put it 
in A2. If x sees cl and c2 and misses s1 and s2 then put it in F. If x sees cl c2 sl and 
ss then put it in E. x cannot see sl, cl, c2 and miss s2 because then one of rc2xs1 
or s2c2xs1 would be improper. Similarly x cannot see s2, cl, c2 and miss sl. 
Case 3. x sees p and r. x cannot miss both s1 and s2 as then either s, pxr or 
s2pxr would be an improper P4. x cannot miss both s1 and cl as then XK~S~ would 
be improper. Similarly, x cannot miss s2 and c2. If x misses s 1 then it sees c1 and 
s2 so put it in K2. If x rni:s,cb s2 then it sees c2 and s1 so put it in K,. x cannrt see 
sl, s2 and miss cl for if it did then either c1slxs2 or clrxs2 would be improper. 
Similarly x cannot see sl , s2 and miss c2. If x sees sl, s2, cl and c2 then put it in E. 
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Step 2. 
For the 
0 i 
0 ii . . . 
( ) 111 
( ) iv 
0 V 
( 1 vi 
( ) vii . . . 
( ) Vlll 
( 1 ix 
0 X 
( 1 Xi 
partition described in Step 1 the following properties hold. 
K, U K2 is a clique. 
AI UA2 is a stable set. 
IfxE&,yEAJi= 1,2) then x is adjacent to y. 
Neither r nor p is adjacent to any element of Q. 
There are no edges between F and Q. 
If x is an element of Q then x is adjacent only to elements of E U Q. 
If x E F and y E Al U A2 then x is not adjacent to y. 
r does not see any element of F. 
If x E F then x sees all K1 or all &. 
If x E E then x sees all K1 U K2. 
If x E E then x sees all Al or all AZ. 
, 
Proof. First, with sl, s2, cl, c2, p, r serving as distinguished vertices, we note 
that the following edges are in U: 
G for each aI cA1 
s for each a2 EA* 
s& for each kl E K1 
k2s2 for each k2 E K2 
px for each a1 EA, 
@ for each a2 tzA2 
kg for each kl E K1 
5 for each k2 E K2 
Lp for each kl E K1 
pk2 for each kL E K2. 
Now, we use the facts that G has no homogenous set and that U is an 
interesting orientation to show that 
(i) K1 U K2 is a clique. 
We first show that K1 is a clique. Assume not* then let J be a big component of 
K. Since J is not a homogeneous set, there exists a vertex x which disagrees on J. 
Now, since J induces a connected graph in c, x must disagree on two vertices, of 
J which are not adjacent in G. We let kl and k2 be two non-adjacent elements of 
J such that x sees kl and misses kZ. 
Now x cannot be in KI because J is homogeneous with respect to K, -J. Also, 
x cannot be in D, because k, and k2 both have the same neighborhood as cl on 
D -cl. If x were in Al then one of xkIrk2 or xkIc2s2 would be improper, so x 
cannot be in Al. Also, x cannot be in K2 as then s2xrk2 would be an improper Pd. 
In addition, x cannot be in A2 for if it were, one of the Pqs xk, rk2 and xklsl k2 
would be improper. 
Furthermore, x cannot be in F. Assume x is in F, then it misses p or r. If x 
missed p, then either xc2ps1 is improper or s1 k2c2x is. If x missed r, then either 
xklrk2 is improper or xklslka is. These contradictions show that x cannot be in F. 
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We show that x cannot be in E in two steps. First, if x were in E and saw r then 
either &x.Y~ is improper or k2rx.s2 is. On the other hand, if x were in E and 
missed r then rk2s1x would be improper. These two contradictions show that x 
cannot be in E. Finally, x cannot be in Q. If x were in Q then one of xklrkz or 
J&S&~ would be improper. 
Since all possibilities have been examined, we see that x cannot exist. It follows 
that K1 is a clique. Using symmetrical arguments, we can show that K2 is a clique. 
It remains only to show that each vertex of K1 is adjacent to every vertex of ~2. 
Assume some kl in K1 misses k2 in &. Then s&& is an improper P4. This 
contradiction allows us to state that K1 U K2 is a clique. 
(ii) Al U A2 is a stable set. 
We show first that AI is a stable set. Assume not, then let J be a big component 
of Al. Since J is not a homogeneous set, there exists a vertex x which disagrees 
on J. Now, since J induces a connected graph in G, x must disagree on two 
vertices of J which are adjacent in G. We let a1 and a2 be two adjacent elements 
of J such that x sees al and misses a2. Now x cannot be in Al because J is 
horr-geneous with respect to Al 4. Also, x cannot be in D, because a1 and a2 
both have the same neighborhood as s1 on D - sl. In addition, x cannot be in & 
otherwise a2alxr or alxc2s2 would be improper. If x were in K2 then a2alxs2 or 
a2alxr would be an improper P4, so x cannot be in K,. _+lsc, _.. cannot be in A2 
for then a1xc2r would be improper. Furthermore, x cannot be in F. Assume x is 
in F, then it misses p or r. If x missed p, then xal ps2 is improper. If x missed r, 
then either aIxc2r is improper or a1xc2s2 is. These contradictions show that x 
cannot be in F. 
We show that x cannot be in E in three steps. First, if x were in E and missed r 
then either rc1xs2 is improper or a2cIxs2 is. Second, if x were in E and missed p 
then either a2pc2x is improper or a2ps2x is. Third, if x were in E and saw both p 
and r then one of the following four P,s would be improper: a2c1xs2, a2alxs2, 
a2a,xr, or rxpa2. These contradictions show that x cannot be in E. 
Finally, x cannot be in Q, as then xalclr would be improper. Since all 
possibilities have been examined, we see that x cannot exist. It follows that AI is 
a stable set. Using symmetrical arguments, we can show that A2 is a stable set. It 
remains only to show that each elements of A2 misses every element of AI. 
Assume some a1 in AI saw an a2 in AZ. Then a1a2c2r is an improper Pd. This 
contradiction implies the desired result. 
(iii) l’f x is in Ai, y in Ki then x sees y (for i = 1, 2). 
If there is an x in A, which misses some y in K, , then xpyr is improper. This 
contradiction shows that (iii) holds for i = 1. Using symmetrical arguments, we 
can show that (iii) also holds when i = 2. 
(iv) Every element of Q misses both p and r. 
If x is in Q then x misses r by definition. But then x must also miss p as 
otherwise either xpqr is improper or xpc2r is. 
(v) Every element of Q misses every element of F. 
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Consider an element .f in F. Recall that f must miss one of p and r. If f misses r 
it cannot see any x in & as otherwise either @c,r is improper or xfczr is. Similarly 
if f misses p ie cannot see any x in Q (consider the P,s xl&p, xfc2p). The desired 
result follows. 
(vi) If x is in Q then x is adjacent only to elements of E U Q. 
Consider x a vertex of Q. We have already seen that x misses all of D u F. 
Now, x misses all of A 1, for, if x saw some y in A I then xyc, r woul be improper. 
Similarly x misses all of AZ. Furthermore, x misses all of K1. If x saw some y in 
K1 then xyps2 or xyc?s2 would be improper. Finally, using symmetrical argu- 
ments, we see that x misses all the vertices of K2. 
(vii) No element of F sees a vertex in A 1 U A2. 
Assume that some f in F sees an a in AI. If f misses p then either afc2s2 is 
improper or fc2psI is. If f sees p then it misses r and then either afc2s2 is improper 
or afc2r is. These contradictions imply that there are no edges between F and A 1. 
By symmetry no f in F sees any a in A2 and we are done. 
(viii) no vertex in F sees r. 
Let FI be the set of vertices in F which miss p. Clearly r is in FI. Note first that 
no vertex in F1 is adjacent to a vertex in F - FI (if some fi in FI saw f2 in F - FI 
then either f&psl is improper or fif2ps2 is). It remains only to show that no 
vertex of F, sees r. We actually demonstrate that FI is a stable set. Assume FI is 
not a stable set and choose a big component J of FI. Since G has no homogeneous 
set there must be a vertex x which disagrees on J. As usual we choose fi and f2 
adjacent vertices of J such that x sees fi and misses f2. Since J is a component of 
FI, x is not in F,. Furthermore we have just seen that there are no edges between 
4 and F - F, so x cannot be in F. By (v) and (vii), we know x is not in Q, Al, A2. 
Now, x cannot be in K1 as then either fifixs, or fixps2 would be improper. 
Similarly, _. cannot be in K2. Finally, x cannot be in E. If there were such an x in 
E then one of the following P,s would be improper: X ftxsI , f2 fixs2, f2c2xs1, 
f2cIxs2, f2c2psl, f2cIps2. Thus x cannot exist and since G contains no homoge- 
neous set, FI must be independent. 
(ix) If x is in F then x sees either all K 1 or all K2. 
Assume some x in F misses some vertex k, in K1 and a vertex k2 in K2. If x is in 
FI then either xc2klsI is improper or xc2psI is. On the other hand, if x is in F - F1 
then either xpklr is improper or xpk2r is. It follows that no such x can exist. 
(x) If x is in E then x sees all Ki for i = 1,2. 
Assume some x in E misses a vertex kl of K,. Now, x sees r as otherwise rklslx 
would be improper. However, it follows that either k,slxs2 is improper or klrxs2 
is improper. Using symmetrical arguments we can show that each element of E is 
adjacent to every element of K2. 
(xi) If x is in E then x sees all Al or all of A2. 
Assume some x in E misses a vertex a1 in Al as well as a vertex a2 in A2. In this 
case, x must see ;3 as otherwise alpsIx or alps2x is improper. Moreover x must 
see r as otherwise either rclxs2 is improper or a1cIxs2 is. But if x sees both p and r 
then either rxpal is improper or rxpa2 is. 
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Step 3. The following algorithm, given a partition as described in Step 1, will find 
a good partition of G = {K1 U K2, AI UA2, E, Q, F}. 
Algorithm 3.1. Creating a good partition. 
(Al) While there exists an element x of E s.t. x does not see all of Al move x 
into K2. 
(A2) While there exists an element x of E s.t. x does not see all of A2 move x 
into K1. 
(A3) If there exists an element x of F s.t. x does not see all of K1 move x into 
A2 and return to Step Al. 
(A4) If there exists an element x of F s.t. x does not see all of K1 move x into 
Al and return to Step Al. 
The following properties hold throughout the application of Algorithm 3.1, 
ensuring that it will eventually terminate with a good partition of G: 
0 i 
0 ii . . . 
( ) 111 
( 1 iv 
0 V 
( ) vi 
( ) vii . . . 
( ) Vlll 
( 1 iX 
0 X 
( ) xi 
( ) xii 
(xiii) 
( ) xiv 
( ) xv 
( ) xvi 
Al UAz is independent. 
K1 U K2 is a clique. 
Each vertex in F misses every vertex in AI U AZ. 
Each vertex in E sees every vertex in K1 U &. 
Each vertex in Al sees every vertex in K1. 
Each vertex in a2 sees every vertex in K2. 
No vertex in Q sees any vertex in AI U A2 U K1 U K2 U F. 
r sees every vertex in K1 U K2. 
p sees every vertex in AI U A2 U K1 U K2. 
Each vertex in F sees either all K1 or K2. 
Each vertex in E sees either all AI or A2. 
Each vertex in AI misses some vertex in K2. 
Each vertex in A2 misses some vertex in K1. 
Each vertex in K1 misses some vertex in AZ. 
Each vertex in K2 misses some vertex in AI. 
The following edges are in U: 
G for each al E AI 
for each a2 E A2 
sTiG; for each kl E K1 
ks, for each k2 E K2 
pa; for each a1 E AI 
(xvii) 
(xviii) 
pk2 for each k2 E K2. 
p is in E. 
r is in F. 
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Step 3.1. The eighteen properties hold before the algorithm is applied. 
Properties (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (vii), (x), ( xi are equivalent o the following ) 
properties (respectively) of Step 2: (ii), (i), (vii), (x), (vi), (ix), (xii. Properties 
(v) and (vi) follow property (iii) of Step 2. Properties (viii), (ix), (xvii), (xviii) are 
trivially true. Properties (xii) through (xv) are also trivial, with sl, s2, cp, c2 
serving as the necessary distinguished vertices. Property (xvi) has been previously 
established in Step 2. 
Step 3.2. No property is first violated in Step A 1 or Step A2. 
We concern ourselves first with Step Al. Assume that all the properties hold 
before some vertex, X, is moved from E to K2 in Step Al. We shall show that all 
the properties still hold after the relabeling. The only sets affected by this 
relabeling are E and K2, thus properties (i), (iii), (v), (xi), (xii), (xiii), (xiv), and 
(xviii) still hold after the relabeling. Furthermore, (ii) will continue to hold 
because of (iv) while (vi) still holds because of (xi). Moreover, (xvii) will remain 
true because of (ix). It is also obvious that (xv) remains true. 
We shall now examine the vertex moved in more detail. We shall label the 
vertex of Al which x misses a. Now, x sees r as otherwise ither rclxs2 is improper 
or ac1xs2 is, Thus, (viii) still holds after the relabeling. Furthermore, if x misses p
then aps2x is improper. Thus x sees p and (ix) remains true. At this point, we see 
that (xvi) will still hold: simply consider the P4s rxpa and aclxs2. Also if some 
vertex, 4, in Q saw x then one of qxcla or qxpa would be improper (recall from 
(iv) of Step 2 that no element of Q sees p). Thus x misses every element of Q and 
(vii) is still valid. The proof that (x) remains true is analogous to the proof of 
property (ix) of Step 2 and is left to the reader. Now we shall prove that property 
(iv) holds. Note that p c El. 
Consider the situation before we move a vertex x of E into K2. Let E’ be the 
set of vertices of E that miss a. Let El be the set of vertices of E that miss r. We 
shall first prove the following. 
For each x in E’, y in El, x sees y. (3. f) 
For each x in E’, q in Q, x misses 4. (3.2) 
For eachx in E’, f in 4, x seesf. (3.3) 
Note that the P4s rc2ya and rclys2 imply that ya, s2y E U for all y in El. Now, 
if (3.1) fails, then either ayslx or ays2x is an improperly directed P4. To see that 
(3.2) holds, first note that 4 misses y whenever y E El, for otherwise ither qyclr 
or qyc2r is an improperly directed P4. Now, (3.2) holds, or else either qxya, or 
tlxcla is an improperiy directed P4. IkcaiT from (vii) of Step 2 that FI consists of 
those vertices of F that miss p. Now, if (3.3) fails then either acIxs2 or fc1xs2 is an 
improperly directed P4 (the P4 s2pc1 f implies that c1 f E U). 
Now, we claim that 
for each y in E” = E- El - E’, we have x seeing y for any x in E’, (3.4) 
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Note that each y in E” sees both a and r. If (3.4) fails then one of the following 
P4 is improperly directed: uclxs 2, ays2x, airx (note that by (3.3) x sees r), apxr. 
Next, we shall prove 
E’ is a ciique. (3 5) . 
Suppose that (3.5) fails. Let C be a big component of the subgraph of G 
induced by E’. We may assume that C is not homogeneous in G, or else we have 
a contradiction. Thus, there are vertices el, e2 in E’ and y not in E’ such that y 
sees el but misses e2, and el misses e2. By properties (iv), (xi) we know that y 
does not belong to A2 U K2 U &. By (3.1) and (3.4) we know that y does not 
belong to E. By (3.2) and (3.3) we know that y does not belong to & U I$. So y 
belongs to (F -El) UA1. Now (3.1) and (3.4) imply that: for aI in Al, x, z in E, 
ifa,missesxandseesz(xEE’andrEE- E’), then x sees z. This implies that y 
is not a member of AI. Now, we only have to settle the case where y E F - FI. In 
this case, one of the following Pas is improperly directed: uclels2, yels2e2, yeIre 
(note that by (3.3) r sees el and e 2, and from (viii) of Step 2, c misses all vertices 
of F), relpa (by (3.1) and (3.4) p sees e,). 
Now, since E’ is a clique and every vertex of E - E’ sees every vertex of E’, 
we can move a vertex x of E’ to K2 while satisfying property (iv). 
In summary, we have shown that the relabellings performed in Step Al of the 
algorithm do not affect the validity of any of our eighteen properties. A 
symmetrical argument gives the same result for Step A2. 
Step 3.3. No property is first violated in Step A3 or Step A4. 
We concern ourselves first with Step A3. Assume that all the properties hold 
before some vertex x, is moved from F to A2 in Step A3. We shall show that all 
the properties still hold ater the relabeling. The only sets affected by this 
relabelling are F and A2, thus properties (ii), (iv), (v), (viii), (x), (xii), (xiv), (xv) 
and (xvii) still hold after the relabeling. Furthermore, (i) will continue to hold 
because of (iii) while (xviii) still holds because of (viii). Moreover, (vi) will 
remain true because of (x). It is also obvious that (vii) and (xiii) remain true. 
We shall now examine the vertex moved in more detail. We shall label the 
vertex of K1 which x misses k. Now, x sees p as otherwise either xc2p.s1 is 
improper or xc2ks1 is. Thus, (ix) still holds after the relabelling. Furthermore, we 
know x misses r from property (viii) of Step 2. At this point, we see that (xvi) will 
still hold: simply consider the P4s xpkr and xc2hI0 The proofs that (iii) and (xi) 
remain true are analogous to the proofs of properties (vii) and (xi) of Step 2 and 
are left to the reader. 
In summary, we have shown that the relabellings performed in Step A3 of the 
algorithm do not affect the validity of any of our eighteen properties. A 
symmetrical argument gives the same result for Step A4. 
We have shown that these properties remain true throughout the algorithm, 
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it follows that we terminate with a good partition {K, U K2, Al U AZ, E, Q, F} 
of G. 
As mentioned before, Lemmas 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 imply Theorem 3.1: if for 
each edge ab of G, the equivalence class M(ub) is acyclic, then G is 
Pa-comparable. In the next section, we shall use this characterization to design a 
polynomial-time algorithm for recognizing a Pa-comparability graph. 
4. Algorithm!3 
In this section, we show that the problem of recognizing Pd-comparability 
graphs is polynomial. In fact, Theorem 3.1 suggests that P4-comparability graphs 
can be recognized in 0(n4) time. (We shall let n denote the number of vertices of 
a graph.) I%= following algorithm RECOGNIZE determines whether a given 
graph G is r’: P4-comparability graph; if G is, then an interesting orientation of G 
is returned. 
adrare RECOGNIZE(G) 
Input: a graph G. 
Output: a message “G is not a P4-comparability graph”, or an interesting 
orientation U of G. 
Complexity: O(n*) 
Step 0. 
Step 1. 
Step 2. 
Step 3. 
Step 4. 
Set all edges of G to be unmarked, set U = 0, CEC = 0. (CEC stands for 
Current Equivalent Class.) 
If there is no unmarked edge, then return U and stop. 
Pick an unmarked edge v1u2. 
Set I/+UUK, CEC+z. 
If there is no unmarked edge in CEC then to to Step 7 
else pick an unmarked directed edge a of CEC. 
For each vertex u3 that sees u2 and misses u1 do 
begin (do loop) 
if { vl, v2, u3} extends into a P4, then 
begin (if) 
if GE U, then return “G is not a P4 comparability graph”, and stop 
# 
ifG$U, thenset U+UUG, CEC+CECUV~Q 
end (if) 
end (do loon) 
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step 5. For each vertex u3 that s.:es u1 and misses u2, do 
begin (do loop) 
if { vl, v2, 2t3} extends into a P4 then 
begin (if) 
if SE U then return “G is not a Pa-comparability graph” and stop. 
) 
ifvlvj$ Uthenset LI+UU~+CEC+CECUvlv3. 
end (if) 
end (do loop) 
Step 6. Mark the edge vlu2 and go to Step 3. 
Step 7. If the graph formed by the edges in CEC contains a cycle then return “G 
is not a Pa-comparability graph” and stop. 
Else set CEC +0 and go to Step 1. 
It is easy to see that Frocedure RECOGNIZE runs in O(n”) time. Steps 3 and 
4 can be executed in O(n’) time: testing if (v,, v2, v3} extends into a P4 is 
equivalent to finding a vertex v4 that (i) sees ul, misses u2, ‘u3, or (ii) sees u3, 
misses Q, u2. We assume that G is represented by its adjacency matrix. Thus we 
can test the presence of an edge in constant time. Since there at most O(n2) 
edges, Steps 2, 3 and 4 are executed at most 0(n2) time. So Procedure 
RECOGNIZE runs in O(n”) time. 
We have seen that P4-comparability graphs can be recognized in O(n”) time. 
However, if we want to construct a P4-transitive orientation of a P,-comparable 
graph, then we have to do more work. We are going to describe the procedure 
ORIENT(G, V) which given a P4-camparable graph G, returns a P4-transitive 
orientation U of G in O(n”) time. The Procedure ORIENT first determines 
whether G contains a homogeneous set by calling the procedure TEST- 
HOMOGENEITY. If G contains a homogeneous set H, then ORIENT is called 
on H and G - (H -x), for an arbitrary vertex x of H, and then OREENT 
combines the two P4-transitive orientations of H and G - (H -x) into a 
P4-transitive orientation of G (as shown in Lemma 3.3). If no homogeneous set is 
returned by TEST-HOMOGENEITY, then ORIENT calls the procedure TEST- 
GOOD-PARTITION to test for the presence of a good partition of G. If such a 
partition is returned, then G is decomposed into two smaller graphs G1 and G2; 
ORIENT is then called on G, and G2, and then combines the two P4-transitive 
orientations of Gi and G2 into a P4-transitive orientation U of G (as shown in 
Lemma 3.4). If no good partition is returned, then the Procedure RECOGNIZE 
is called on G and returns an interesting orientation U of G. By Theorem 3.1, U 
is acyclic on EPY. Thus, we can find a P4-transitive orientation U’ of G by 
extending the restriction of U. 
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Complexity: O(n”) 
Comment: initially all pairs {x, y} of V(G) are unmarked. 
Step 0. l Pick an unmarked pair {x, y } of V(G), and mark {x, y ). 
l set H +{x, y} 
A t- {z: z sees all of H}, 
B*{z: z missesallof H), 
H’c-V(G)-A-B-H. 
step 1. If H’ is empty but A U B is not. then return H and stop. 
Step 2. While H’ is nonempty do 
begin (while) 
l pick a vertex z of H’. 
l set H +H U {z}, H’ c-H’ - {z}. 
l for each a in A, if a misses z then set H’ +H’ U {a j, A +A - {a}. 
l for each b in B, if 6 sees z then set H’ +H’ U {b}, B f-B - {b}. 
*ifHUH’= V(G) then go to Step 3. 
end (while) 
Step 3. If all pairs of vertices of G are marked then return “G has no 
homogeneous set”, and stop. 
Else go to Step 0. 
To see that the Procedure TEST-HOMOGENEITY runs in O(n*) time, it 
suffices to note that: 
(i) it costs O(n) to move a vertex in H’ into H and adjust the sets A, B, 
(ii) once P vertex is moved from H’ into H, it remains in H. 
(iii) once a vertex in A U B is moved into H’, it stays in H U H’ 
It follows that Step 2 takes O(n2) time, and so the Procedure TEST- 
HOMOGENEITY runs in O(n”) time. 
We use the same trick for Procedure TEST-GOOD-PARTITION: for each 
edge xy, we try to determine whether 
(*) xy belongs to the set C of a good partition C, S, P, Q, R. 
We are about to show that (*) can be tested in O(n”) time, and so we can test 
the presence of a good partition in Q(n4) time. Now we assume that the graph G 
contains no homogeneous set. Let C = (x, y}, S = (z: z sees some but not all 
vertice!: of C}. Note that S is nonempty, for otherwise C is a homogeneous set of 
G (if G has at least three vertices), a contradiction. We can also assume that S is 
a stable set, otherwise (*) does not hold for xy. Next, define 
P= (2: 2 sees all of CUS}, 
R = (z: t sees all of C, none of S}, 
Q = (z: z misses all of C U S}. 
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Now, if C U S U 3 U Q U R = V(G) and if there is no edge between Q and R, 
then (*) holds for xy. As in Procedure TEST-I-IOMOGENEITY, we define the 
sets C’ and S’ to be the vertices outside C U S that must be moved into C and S, 
respectively. So let C’ = {c:cseesallofC,andsomebutnotallofS},S’={s:s 
misses all of S and s sees some but not all of C}. At this stage, if 
CUSUPUQURUC'US'#V(G), then(*)failsforxy. 
Next, if some vertex q in Q sees some vertex r in R, then we move q into S’ 
and r into C’. Then we move the vertices in C’(S’) into C(S) while making sure 
that C, S, P, Q, R satisfy the properties described in Definition 3.1. We repeat 
this process until we can determine whether (*) holds for {x, y}. The details of 
our algorithm are given below. 
Procedure TEST-GOOD-PARTITION(G) 
Input: a graph G containing no homogeneous set. 
Output: a good partition C, S, P, Q, R of G or the message “G has not good 
partition”. 
Complexity: O(n*). 
Comment: initially all edges are unmarked. 
Step 0. 
Step 1. 
Step 2. 
Step 3. 
Step 4. 
Step 5. 
Pick an unmarked edge xy of G. 
mark xy. 
Set C+{x, y}’ 
S + {s: s sees some but not all vertices of C j. 
If S contains an edge then go to Step 8. 
Set P+-(22 seesallof CUS}, 
R ~(2: z sees aTi of C and none of S}, 
Q+{z: z misses all of CUS}. 
C’ + {z: z sees all of C, and some but not all of S}. 
S’ + {z :t misses all of S, and some not all of C}. 
IfCUSUPUQURUC’US’#V(G) thengotoStep8. 
For each vertex q in Q, r in R do if qr E E(G) then set 
C’ +C’ U (r}, S’ +S’ U {q), 
R c-R - {r}, Q +Q - (4). 
While S’ is nonempty, do 
begin (while) 
l pick a vertex s of S’. 
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9 ifs sees some vertex of S then go to Step 8. 
l setS’+S’-{s}, S*SU{s}. 
l ifs sees some vertex Q then go to Step 8. 
l for eachp in P that missess, set C’+C’ U (p}, P-P- {p}. 
l for each r in3 that sees s, set C’ C-C’ U {r}, R +R - {r}. 
l ifCUSUC’US’= V(G) then go to Step 8. 
end (while) 
Step 6. If C’ is nonempty then do 
begin (if) 
0 Pick a vertex c of C’. 
l If c misses some vertex of C then go to Step 8. 
l Set Ct-CU {c}, C’+C’ - {c}. 
l If c misses some vertex of P - C’ then go to Step 8. 
l For each r in R that misses c, set S’ C-S’ U {r}, R +R - {r). 
l Foreachqin Qthatseesr,setS’+S’U{q}, Q+Q-{q}. 
end (if) 
Step 7. If S’ is nonempty then go to Sep 5. 
l If C’ is nonempty then go to Step 6. 
’ l If C U S = V(G) then go to Step 8. 
l If some vertex in Q sees some vertex R then go to Step 4 
Else return the good partition C, S, P, Q, R and stop. 
Step 8. If all edges are marked then return “G has no good partition” and stop. 
Else go to Step 0. 
Note that ! 
(i) it costs O(n) time to move a vertex into the set S’ U C’ or the set 
PUQUR. 
(ii) It costs O(n) time to move a vertex from S’(C’) to S(C) and update the 
sets C, S, P, Q, R, C’, S’, 
(iii) once a vertex is moved into C U S, it stays there, 
(iv) once a vertex is moved into C’ U S’, it stays in C U S U C’ U S’. 
From the above remarks, it is easy to see that Steps 5 and 6 can be executed in 
O(n”) time. So our algorithm runs in O(E(G) l n2) time, which is O(n*) in the 
worst case. 
As mentioned in the introduction, if a perfect order of a graph G is given, then 
an optimal coloring of G can be found by the greedy algorithm, in linear time. 
Let us assume that the greedy algorithm uses k colors on the graph G. Chvatal [l] 
proved the following: if C is a clique consisting of vertices with colors i, 
i-l,..., k then there is a vertex with color i - 1 that is adjacent to all vertices 
of C. This clearly suggests an 0(n2) algorithm to find a largest clique of G; 
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starting with the ciique C consisting of one vertex with color k, we can enlarge C 
until it has k vertices. So combining the findings in this section, we have the 
following. 
Theorem 4.1. There exis&s an O(n’) algorithm to recognize a P4-comparability 
graph; and there exists an O(d) algorithm which given a P4-comparability graph 
G finds an optimal coloring of G, s?nd a largest clique of G. 
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